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The art of giving 
In Vietnam, special occasions like the Tet Festival and Mother’s 
Day are not complete without the traditional gift-giving. Presents, 
mostly foodstuff, are given in specially-made baskets wrapped in 
multicoloured cellophane. These baskets are 
usually made from coconut leaf midribs framed with 
bamboo and come in a variety of shapes, sizes and 
designs like gio cong dua (basket with handle), ro 
cong dua (rectangular basket without handle) and 
lang hoa cong dua (basket for arranged flowers). 
Most of the best-made midrib baskets come from 
Hung Phong community in the province of Ben Tre, where about 30% 
of the households are involved in producing or trading baskets.
The basket market chain in Ben Tre is made up of raw-material 
producers, raw-material agents, basket-makers, traders, retailers and 
exporters. More often than not, the functions of these market actors 
are not clear-cut and they usually overlap (e.g. basket producers are 
also traders, or traders are at the same time raw-material suppliers). 
Retailers, wholesalers and exporters usually contact traders and 
place orders with them. Often, different sizes of the same design 
are ordered. The price of the finished product is determined by the 
prevailing prices of raw materials and the required design. The order 
is then distributed among basket-makers contracted by the trader. 
After the order is fulfilled, the trader collects the finished baskets and 
takes them to clients in Ho Chi Minh City.
Most actors in the market chain are women because they are better 
than men at negotiating (bargaining) and conversing—crucial skills 
in this business. Furthermore, the basket-makers are predominantly 
women, and they prefer dealing with women traders.
Sustainable harvest practices
Basket-makers in Hung Phong usually buy in their raw 
materials (coconut leaves). They are reluctant to harvest 
leaves from their own trees because they believe to do 
so will decrease coconut yield, although no scientific 
study has yet been conducted in Vietnam to prove or 
disprove this. In cases when outside raw material supply is 
insufficient and they have to harvest leaves from their own 
trees, Hung Phong basket-makers practice various leaf 
harvesting techniques to minimize coconut yield loss. These 
include cutting four half leaves of each palm every month, 
harvesting only 2–3 whole leaves per palm per month and 
collecting leaves only from old, low-yielding trees.
Actors in the raw material supply chain
The raw material supply chain consists of: 
1. Raw material (midrib) producers
Splitting and cleaning the midribs is usually done by the 
elderly or people who cannot do fieldwork. They produce 
about 1–3 kg of midribs daily. After cleaning, the midribs are 
bundled and sold directly to basket-makers, to collectors or 
to agents. They either deliver the raw material to the buyer 
or the material is collected from their houses.
2. Collectors
Collectors usually work in a specific community where they 
have a small network of around 10 midrib producers. Often, 
they also produce raw material themselves. They commonly 
trade between 35 and 70 kg of midribs weekly.
3. Agents
Agents supply raw material to traders and, occasionally, 
directly to basket-makers. Depending on the volume being 
traded, each agent maintains a network of 40 to 100 raw-
material suppliers, each producing 1–3 kg of midribs per 
day. The larger agents also use collectors, who bulk the raw 
material in ‘collection points’ to reduce transaction costs.
4. Traders
Traders act as the bridge between the people who order the 
baskets (retailers, wholesalers and exporters) and the people 
who make them (basket-makers). Traders also supply the raw 
material (midribs) directly to the basket-makers.
5. Basket-makers
Basket-makers, working either in groups or individually, 
are usually contracted by traders to fulfil a particular order. 
Traders often supply them with the raw material they use.
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Mark-ups in the raw-material chain
On the average, the price of raw material is marked-up by 
about VND 500–1000 per kg (US$0.03–0.06) as it passes 
through each part of the chain. Calculations based on 
the mark-ups and volumes within the raw-material chain 
show that incomes derived are not enough to support a 
family. As a result, producing and trading raw material are 
normally side activities that supplement other (main) income 
sources. The only exception is the large agents, who earn 
large amounts of money from the trade because of the large 
volume they handle, but even they indicated that they have 
other sources of income.
 Volume    
 produced/ Selling   Gross
 traded/  price Mark-up income
 week (kg) (VND/kg) (VND/kg) (VND/week)
  Raw-material
  producer 4–20 6000–7000   24 000–120 000
  Collector 35–70  500  17 500–35 000
  Small agent 40–100  1000  40 000–100 000
  Large agent 300–2000  500  150 000–1 000 000
  VND 1000 = US$0.06
Low entry barriers for basket-makers
In Hung Phong, about 30% of the households are involved 
in midrib basket-making. The knowledge of basket-making 
is readily available and shared in the community as relatives 
or neighbours teach newcomers the art of basket-making. 
If a newcomer has made her first basket she approaches a 
trader to examine the quality. Once the trader is satisfied an 
order might follow. 
Many women and elderly people take up basket-making 
as it is easy, light work that can be done in between regular 
household chores. Often a whole family is involved in the 
activity. Each family member specializes in making a certain 
part of the basket. Males usually make the bamboo frames, 
while the females weave the midribs. With this strategy, 
they are able to work more efficiently. Due to the shared 
knowledge, low investments necessary, available labour 
resources and because the work can easily be combined 
with household chores, entry barriers are low to this type of 
business.
There are both part-time and full-time basket-makers. 
The part-time basket-makers produce baskets only during 
the peak season (October–January); the rest of the year they 
engage in farm-related activities. There are also independent 
and contractual basket-makers. Independent basket-
makers receive orders from traders and are then responsible 
for all steps in producing the baskets. Contractual basket-
makers, on the other hand, are employed by traders to 
produce baskets, and the trader supplies them with the 
raw materials. They get paid either per unit of the finished 
product or after completing a certain stage/part of the 
product (e.g. finishing the bamboo frame).
High entry barriers for traders
Although it is relatively easy for new basket-makers to enter 
the midrib basket chain, it is a different story for traders. 
Becoming a trader requires creating and maintaining a 
network of basket-makers to regularly and reliably deliver 
the finished products on time and in accordance with 
specifications. To do this, traders must: provide value-added 
services, such as provision of capital, collecting finished 
baskets from the basket-maker’s house, fast payment 
and the provision of raw material; establish contacts 
with potential buyers to ensure steady demand for the 
product; and create and maintain a network of raw-material 
suppliers. The last is especially crucial for big traders who 
require large volumes of raw material. Usually, these traders 
have agents who acquire the raw material for them through 
collectors.
In Vietnam, the socio-economic relationship of 
patronage, locally referred to as moi, plays a very important 
role. Having a moi relationship means doing business with 
the same people every time, regardless of price (i.e., even if 
prices are higher or lower somewhere else, business is still 
transacted with the moi trader, wholesaler or retailer). Such 
a relationship takes a long time to build; hence, new traders 
find it difficult to enter the basket trade in Hung Phong as 
existing ones already have the advantage of having a moi 
relationship with the local people.
Window of opportunity
To maximize profit, some basket-producers and traders store 
baskets during the lean months and then sell them during the 
peak season when prices are highest, usually from December 
to January. However, more and more basket-producers and 
traders are now adopting this strategy and this is beginning 
to affect prices. Previously, prices remained at their peak for 
10 days, but in 2004 and 2005 the peak lasted for only three 
days. Given this scenario, producers and traders need to plan 
the selling of their baskets more carefully. There have already 
been cases where basket-makers got stuck with their product 
stock for too long. To avoid this, some producers have in mind 
a minimum price at which they will sell: once actual market 
prices reach this threshold, they start selling their stock. This 
strategy is more for reducing risk rather than maximizing 
profits. Additionally, to reduce the dependency on one product 
(and therefore minimize risk), some traders are expanding their 
product range to include handicrafts.
The profit window in January 2006 was completely different 
from those in previous years, as basket prices remained high 
for almost a month. The main reasons given for this include: 
(1) relatively good economic growth in Vietnam, which spurred 
more consumer spending, including gift baskets; and (2) a 
substantial increase in the demand for the baskets from other 
provinces. Traders and producers are optimistic that this is not 
a one-off but rather the start of a new trend.
Market chain — the research process
The information contained in this brochure is from a pilot 
study carried out in Ben Tre province, Vietnam. The research 
investigated the marketing chain for gift baskets made from 
coconut leaves, a high-value coconut product made by local 
communities in Vietnam. The study focused on marketing 
strategies used by actors in the market chain and their 
harvest practices.
A rapid reconnaissance assessment was used to 
obtain a broad preliminary overview of the operation and 
performance of the market chain. Interviews were largely 
informal, unstructured and semi-directed. Purposive 
sampling was used and the data-collection process 
was dynamic. The midrib chain in the communities was 
observed on three occasions at different times of the year: 
during the lean months, during peak months and during the 
months before the peak period. The visits were spread in 
this way to obtain as-close-as-possible a reflection of the 
marketing chain at work. Snowball sampling was also used. 
Here, after the interview was conducted, the respondent 
was asked to identify traders, producers or midrib agents 
who could give an insight into the basket trade. This tool 
made it easier to identify people in the basket trade. Repeat 
visits also yielded more detailed information. A certain level 
of trust needed to be built before trade secrets were shared.
The next step
Demand for coconut leaves for basket-making is increasing, 
pushing up prices. Studies are needed to determine the 
effect of leaf harvest and leaf harvest strategies on coconut 
yield. This could lead to the identification of improved and 
sustainable harvest practices that do not affect coconut 
production. In addition, this would provide information and 
guidance to policy-makers on complementary livelihood 
options of midrib basket-making and coconut production 
that could be introduced in Ben Tre province to increase 
farm incomes and productivity
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